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With the desire to specialize in alternative natural mediums 
such as cork, porcelain, reclaimed timbers and hand mixed 
concretes, artist Laurie Wiid van Heerden's passion for 
minimalist materials comes from wanting to explore past 
iterations of luxury as well as what we will consider luxurious 
in the future. 

Wiid creates exquisite, timeless designs which are sold for 
limited periods. Often taking inspiration from the mid-Century 
Modern looks of the 1950s and 60s, Wiid has a softer, modern 
interpretation of this aesthetic that celebrates sustainable 
processes and allows the materials to be the stars of his designs. 
Recognized worldwide as a master of detail and form, these 
2020 collections for kanju Interiors are no exception.





Cork Stools
Manufactured by Wiid Designs in Cape Town from organic and 
completely recyclable dark or light cork.

The dark cork is manufactured from recycled cork particles and is 
produced industrially without the use of additives and requires low energy 
consumption. Whereby the light cork is 98.5% natural with a small amount 
of adhesive to bind the granules, making it durable and user-friendly.

The stools are also commonly used as side tables in both indoor and outdoor 
settings, and can be painted as shown left. 



Cork and Steel Bar Stools

Cork and Steel Dining Chair



Swivel Bar Stool
The cork, steel & cement bar stools are manufactured from concrete, 
cork and steel components. The concrete bases are available in dark 
charcoal, natural cement, the brand new 2019 black and white 
Terrazzo color pattern, or some custom finishes upon request.
The seats are available in natural dark or light cork and the steel is 
powder coated in a black ferro-grade. Additional seats can be purchased 
in different finishes and swapped for different looks. Built in ball bearings 
allow each bar stool to swivel effortlessly.



Wiid Swivel Bar Stool in Terrazzo

Modern Cork & Steel Collection



Low Cork Cocktail Table
Shown with African Cork Stool and Timber and Cork 
Collectibles.



Terrazzo and Cork Outdoor Collection



Statement Cork Pendants

Cork Pendant Lighting was selected as the VIP showcase 
lighting for the Armory Art Show,  New York 2019



Cork Pendant Lighting
Shown with African Cork Stool



Douglas Fir Bench 
Exclusive to Kanju Interiors

Wiid’s work comes from a 
conceptual and artistic environment, 

an angle on various topics of 
contemporary culture, with a focus 

on traditional handcrafting in 
combination with avant-garde 

techniques

Wiid’s work comes from a 
conceptual and artistic environment, 

an angle on various topics of 
contemporary culture, with a focus 

on traditional handcrafting in 
combination with avant-garde 

techniques



Reclaimed Timber Benches

Suede Upholstered Bench



Wiid Terracotta Composite Bench



Wiid Concrete Benches



Wiid Terrazzo Bench
Shown with African Cork Stools and Wiid Ceramics 



Wiid Ceramics CollectionWiid Ceramics Collection



Hand Carved Timber Tortoise Shells

Hand-carved solid timber tortoiseshells are available in Maple, 
American Walnut and Zebrano, in three sizes. Please note that 
each tortoiseshell is hand-carved and therefore unique, one-off a kind 
piece.

Collectible cravings also available in cork and in other shapes 
also upon request.  



Terra and Soma Planter Collections

Artist and Founder Laurie Wiid von Heerden
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